
Atomfjella Mountains, new Slovenian routes. This was my third Svalbard expedition. There were 
so many things I had to learn about Arctic logistical problems and the secrets o f these cold 
mountains. The experience you gain in Svalbard is unique, and my knowledge from other parts 
o f the world just didn’t work here in the beginning. As a matter o f fact, at the end o f the second 
expedition (2006) we climbed a very good route, The Partner (600m , M 6+ , Kresal-Zupanc). 
W ith that route I realized that the Atomfjella M ountains were worth coming back for to try the 
hardest needles.

It’s true that the rock is usually quite bad around Spitsbergen, which is the main island o f 
the Svalbard Archipelago, but there is one place where it’s hard to the bone. This is Atomfjella. 
A little copy o f the Alps. The place in one word is… amazing! Mixed climbing, which is usually



a com bination o f snow and extremely hard rock with good 
drytooling cracks, can be awesome. A lot o f peaks are still 
awaiting their first ascents, and even though people mostly 
think that Svalbard is a flat land, some o f it is extremely 
steep. There are literally hundreds o f walls facing all direc
tions. The painful thing about climbing in Atomfjella is the 
temperature. I had never experienced such constant cold in 
over 23 years o f climbing all around the world. W hen you’re 
moving, clim bing or skiing, it’s still OK, but staying in your 
tent is som etim es pure torture. Bring only the best and 
warmest equipment!

The Slovenian part o f the team (Andrej Erceg, Boris 
and Klemen Zupanc, and me) climbed 10 new routes. W hen 
we were not clim bing, we were skiing excellent lines down 
numerous couloirs. We made roughly 15 first descents on
skis. For our hardest climb we had to attack 
the so-called Arctic Needle three times. On 
the second try, after 12 hours o f climbing, we 
had to stop just five meters from the top. The 
blizzard was simply too strong. We left some 
knifeblades and copperheads on the last 
pitch and were finally able to free the entire 
route a few days later. The top was so sharp 
we couldn’t even stand on it. And the last two 
meters o f rock were totally unstable, so we 
just put our hands on the top and that was it. 
Crazy climbing, extraordinary landscape! We 
all climbed in alpine style, without leashes and 
without placing bolts.

Our Slovenian routes: Arctic Needle, ca 1,450m, “The Little Bears Are Dancing” (500m , 
M 7+ , 90°), A. Erceg and G. Kresal, May 3; The Ridge Pallas— Ceres, ca 1,550m , “Besnica” 
(600m , M 6), B. and K. Zupanc, April 27; “Mirkos Route” (600m , M 5), B. & K. Zupanc, April 20; 
Chadwick Ryggen North, ca 1,580m, “Mis Usate” (600m , M 5), G. Kresal and K. Zupanc, April 
24; Ceres Fjellet, 1,677m , “Rocket M en” (750m , M 4), A. Erceg and G. Kresal, April 19; Chad
wick Ryggen Central, 1,641m , “Bulls Eggs” (800m , M 4), A. Erceg, May 2; Broad Peak, ca 
1,600m , “Kapucinsky” (700m , M 4 + ), A. Erceg. May 1; “Bulldozer” (850m , M 4), G. Kresal and 
B. Zupanc, May 2; “Sunny C ouloir” (600m , III+ /M ), G. Kresal and B. & K. Zupanc, April 18; 
Pallas Fjellet, “Couloir Ideal” (700M , M 3), G. Kresal, April 23.
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